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Abstract
Microcontroller systems are almost always concurrent,
event-driven systems. They monitor external events and
control actuators. Typically, these systems are writ-
ten in C with very little support from system software.
The concurrency in these applications is implemented
with hand-coded interrupt routines. Race conditions and
other classic pitfalls of implementing parallel systems in
shared-state programming languages have caused catas-
trophic, and sometimes lethal, failures in the past.

We have designed and implemented Medusa, a pro-
gramming environment for microcontrollers using the
actor model. This paper presents three key contribu-
tions. First, the Medusa language, which is derived from
Python and Erlang. Second, an implementation that runs
on systems several orders of magnitude smaller than any
other actor-model system previously described. Finally,
a novel bridging mechanism to extend the domain of the
actor-model to hardware. Combined, these innovations
make it far easier to build complex, reliable and safe em-
bedded systems.

1 Introduction

This paper presents the design, implementation, and
evaluation of Medusa, a high-level language for em-
bedded microcontrollers. Medusa integrates hardware
and software messaging to provide a robust, easy to use
concurrent programming environment ideally suited for
small microcontrollers.

Microcontrollers are fundamentally designed to be a
part of an event-driven system. They are connected to
sensors and actuators and operate in response to exter-
nal stimuli. Given that microcontrollers are used to con-
trol physical systems—such as microwave ovens, cars,
and industrial machinery—embedded software must be
robust and reliable. However, the event-driven nature
of these systems leads to concurrency and synchro-
nization issues that are notoriously difficult to manage,

even in large scale systems with system software sup-
port [10, 28, 29]. In embedded systems, the program-
mer is largely unaided in dealing with these complex is-
sues. Designing better programming systems for small
scale microcontrollers is becoming critically important
as these devices proliferate.

At best, embedded systems utilize a real-time op-
erating system (RTOS) to help manage concurrency.
These systems provide primitive, low-level mechanisms
for thread scheduling, synchronization, and communica-
tion [2, 5, 9, 18]. However, these systems do not directly
address the challenges of event-driven systems. Pro-
grammers are still responsible for allocating resources
to tasks, arbitrating access to peripherals, and synchro-
nizing access to shared data. This is difficult and error-
prone.

Medusa is a programming language and run-time
system for developing concurrent microcontroller-based
systems designed to address these issues. Medusa is
based on the actor model of concurrency [15, 1]. The
actor model solves the fragmented control flow and
shared state problems inherent in traditional approaches
to event-driven programming [10]. The Medusa pro-
gramming model and run-time system utilize and expand
upon these ideas for small embedded systems.

This paper presents three practical contributions. First,
it presents a new actor-based programming language
that is implemented as a small set of extensions to
Python, a popular and expressive programming lan-
guage. Medusa’s message passing system is based on
Erlang, which has been rigorously evaluated, both for-
mally and in practice. This combination makes Medusa
simple enough to be used by a novice and yet expressive
enough to build complex concurrent applications.

Second, we present an implementation of the Medusa
system as a set of extensions to Owl, our open-source
embedded Python implementation [4]. These extensions
are very small, less than 3KB of compiled code. This
allows Medusa to run on systems that have less than 1%
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of the minimum memory requirements of Scala or Er-
lang. An empty thread only consumes 130 bytes, and
there is no fixed limit to the number of threads in the
system. It is also fast: The time needed to prepare a
message, send it from one thread to another and finally
process it on the other end is less than the time required
for five function calls. The scheduler can both spawn
a new thread and perform a context switch in less than
the time required for a single function call. Even on a
microcontroller with 96 KB of RAM, Medusa can sup-
port hundreds of threads. We evaluate the complete sys-
tem with microbenchmarks and realistic embedded ap-
plications, demonstrating that modern language features
can be used on systems smaller than any that have been
previously demonstrated—or even proposed.

Finally, this paper presents a novel bridging mecha-
nism to extend the domain of the actor model to the hard-
ware. This mechanism is fast; accepting, converting and
storing an external event takes less than 4 microseconds.
Further, these bridges simplify one of the more difficult
challenges of embedded systems software development:
dealing with concurrent interrupts. By presenting the
exact same abstraction for communication both among
software threads and hardware, the programming model
is more uniform, making it easier to design and imple-
ment robust and reliable embedded systems.

The following section discusses background and re-
lated work. Section 3 describes the Medusa language it-
self. Sections 4 and 5 describe the implementation of the
messaging, bridging and toolchain systems of Medusa
in detail. Section 6 presents a quantitative analysis along
with real-life applications built with Medusa. Finally, we
conclude in Section 7.

2 Background and Related Work

Traditionally, microcontrollers are programmed in C. To
address the challenges inherent in C programming, a typ-
ical microcontroller tools vendor provides a suite of soft-
ware to help analyze and debug low-level C programs
running directly on the microcontroller or on top of a
thin RTOS. While these tools help the programmer find
problems, they do little to simplify the task of writing
and maintaining low-level embedded software.

These tools have evolved to perform static analysis to
detect specific, common bugs. One of the most com-
mon themes of these systems is the detection of data
races [17, 27]. We believe, however, that the best way
to prevent these common mistakes is to preclude them in
the programming environment. Recent research efforts
have started to move in this direction by introducing new,
higher-level programming languages and new program-
ming models to small systems. Medusa does exactly this.
It extends our open-source managed run-time to directly

support the actor model of event driven programming.
In the Medusa system, these static analysis tools become
unnecessary because it is impossible for a Medusa pro-
grammer to introduce any of these types of bugs.

2.1 Embedded managed run-time systems

Early commercial embedded run-time systems, such as
the BASIC Stamp [20], were quite primitive. As such,
they never moved far past educational uses. Similarly,
academic projects were largely focused on extremely
small 8-bit devices [22].

Since then, microcontrollers have grown in size and
capability, so they can support more capable run-time
systems. The Java Card environment allows a small sub-
set of Java to run on 16-bit microcontrollers [6]. The
recent availability of 32-bit microcontrollers has allowed
for the creation of much larger virtual machines, such as
Squawk for Java [26] and Owl for Python [4]. The open-
source Owl toolchain and virtual machine serves as the
base for the Medusa system. In total, the Medusa Virtual
Machine consists of 24,200 lines of C.

On high-end embedded systems like phones, managed
run-time systems are nearly ubiquitous. The Android
system runs on top of Dalvik, a bytecode virtual machine
and the iPhone runs on top of the Objective-C 2.0 auto-
matic garbage collection and reflection runtime.

The Erlang system itself has been used on embedded
systems such as phone switches and base stations. How-
ever, these devices are very different from those targeted
by Medusa. The Erlang website1 states, “People suc-
cessfully run the Ericsson implementation of Erlang on
systems with as little as 16MByte of RAM.” This is over
200 times the minimum requirements of Medusa.

2.2 Actors

The actor model [15, 1] is a mathematical framework that
directly represents event-driven systems. Actors repre-
sent distinct modules of computation, each responsible
for a logical task. They receive a message, send mes-
sages to other actors, then decide how to respond to fu-
ture messages. They do not, however, modify shared
state. This structure makes program control-flow much
easier to understand. The actor model cleanly separates
and isolates system function [10].

The actor model was first described in 1973 by He-
witt, Bishop and Steiger [15] as a framework for artificial
intelligence. Early work on actors established a strong
mathematical and theoretical basis for the proving and
verifying aspects of actor-based systems. These include
formal definitions of what an actor system is [7], laws for

1http://www.erlang.org/faq/implementations.html
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actor systems [14], commitment [13] and formal analysis
of divergence and deadlock [1].

Many programming languages have been constructed
to directly support the actor model, including Act [24],
Erlang [3], Scala [25] and Go.2 This work has col-
lectively built useful infrastructure for practical actor-
based systems, formal verification systems (enabled by
the strong theoretical background of functional and actor
programming) [16] and efficient systems for generating
and passing object references [12]. Many of these lan-
guages, most notably Go and Erlang, contain threading
implementations that are lighter than operating system
threads [3, 11] but are still more resource intensive than
Medusa. Go and Scala require more than an order of
magnitude more memory than Medusa.

TinyOS is another microcontroller programming envi-
ronment that proposes a new programming model. In this
split-phase model, programs are divided into blocks that
start long-running operations, but do not wait for them to
complete. Instead, they are notified that operations have
succeeded through callbacks [23]. This is a potentially
difficult-to-use programming model. In fact, more recent
research has provided a threading model that runs on top
of TinyOS’s split-phase model [19].

Scala and Erlang both provide a messaging layer that
is similar to Medusa’s software-to-software messages;
they can transport complex objects and have sophisti-
cated pattern matching abilities. Candygram, a Python
library, provides similar facilities. However, it does not
include new syntax for messaging and pattern match-
ing nor lightweight threads. On a desktop computer,
Candygram threads were measured to require 3.5 KB of
memory each, several hundred times what is required in
Medusa.3 The Go language provides a messaging layer
that is easy to access from low-level code but does not
provide composite object messaging or pattern matching.

3 Medusa language

The Medusa language is a backwards-compatible, ex-
tended version of Python that directly supports the actor
model. This is analogous to Scala, a similarly extended
version of Java. Medusa includes several key features
derived from Erlang: light-weight threads, messaging,
pattern matching, and atoms.

In Medusa, actors are implemented as light-weight
threads. A context switch takes roughly the same amount
of time as the execution of a Medusa function call. The
interface for creating a new thread in Medusa is ex-
tremely simple, using thread.spawn. Once the new
thread is running, it is also simple to send messages to

2http://golang.org/
3http://candygram.sourceforge.net/

recv:
case 1:

print "received 1"
case 2:

print "received 2"

Figure 1: Basic Receive Statement.

the spawned thread. Any immutable object can be sent
as a message. For example:

new_thread = thread.spawn(function)
new_thread.send (1)
new_thread.send((1, "foo", 2.1, True , None))
new_thread.send((1, "foo", 2.1, (1, 2, 3)))

Once the actor has been started, it receives a message
using the recv statement, shown in Figure 1. The in-
terpreter matches against each case block sequentially.
If the message matches the first case, the message will
be consumed, the print statement will be executed and
the recv block will finish. Note that code does not “fall
through” into other case blocks. If the message fails to
match any block, the message will be deferred for later
handling, and the system will wait for a new message.

Often, the programmer will not know the exact mes-
sage an actor is expected to receive. Medusa allows this
through pattern matching, where a portion of the mes-
sage is specified and other parts are stored as variables:

recv:
case ("fire!", 1, temperature ):

print "engine one on fire!"

case ("fire!", 2, temperature ):
print "engine two on fire!"

A pattern can contain immutable values plus any num-
ber of variable names. If a variable is already bound, the
message will only match if the value in the message is
the same as the value bound to the variable.

When a message is received, each element in the mes-
sage is compared against the first pattern. For example,
assume the above actor is sent the message ("fire!",

1, 1205). The first two elements of the message match
the pattern. The system then assigns the values from
the message to the unbound variable names. In this case
temperature is assigned the value 1205. If the pattern
does not match all of the bound elements of the mes-
sage, all unbound variables remain unbound. Literal val-
ues, bound variables and unbound variables can appear
in any order in a pattern. Additionally, patterns and mes-
sages can be arbitrarily complex; patterns are matched
with a deep comparison. Finally, the keyword Any acts
as a wildcard and can be used in a pattern to match any
value. This is useful when a part of a message does not
need to be saved.

In addition to recv blocks, Medusa allows pattern
matching with the new match operator (<-):
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import thread

def start ():
EchoThd <- thread.spawn(echo)
EchoThd.send(( mytid(), "hello"))
recv:

case (EchoThd.tid(), Msg):
print Msg

EchoThd.send(‘stop ‘)

def echo ():
recv:

case (FromTid , Msg):
FromThd <- thread.get_thd(FromTid)
FromThd.send(mytid(), Msg)
return echo()

case ‘stop ‘:
print "Stopping", mytid()

Figure 2: Medusa echo program.

data = ("baz", 42)
("baz", number) <- data

In this example, the pattern ("baz", number)

matches against data. The value 42 is stored to the vari-
able number. If the pattern matching had failed, how-
ever, an exception would have been thrown, stopping the
execution of this thread with an error.

In addition to complex patterns, as shown above, the
match operator can be used with the trivial pattern: a <-

32, pronounced “a gets thirty-two”. This enables sin-
gle assignment, guaranteeing that a variable will never
change value, providing support for functional program-
ming.

In the examples so far, strings have been used to dis-
tinguish message types. Statically typed languages, such
as Scala, use actual object types instead. Dynamically
typed languages, such as Erlang, use “atoms”. Internally,
atoms are handled more efficiently than strings, as they
are merely textual representations of a unique identifier.
Medusa supports atoms using the backtick delimiter:
case (‘fire ‘, ‘apu -one ‘, temperature ):

Finally, Figure 2 shows an example that combines all
of these elements. A main thread spawns an actor that
echoes messages back to the sender. The main thread
then sends a message to the echo server, waits for the
proper response, then stops the server with the ‘stop‘

atom. After receiving a message, the echo actor re-
cursively calls itself to handle the next message. The
Medusa compiler automatically optimizes this tail-call so
no stack space is used.

4 Implementation

The Medusa system is implemented as a set of extensions
to our previously-published embedded Python system,
Owl [4]. Specifically, it is built using a small number

of new bytecodes, object types, and a modified Python
compiler. These extensions are completely backwards
compatible. Existing code runs unmodified. Python and
Medusa code can even run at the same time on the same
device. They consume 3KB of compiled code, less than
10% of the overall size of our virtual machine. While
our implementation was designed around the existing
Owl system, our design should be generalizable to im-
plementing lightweight messaging and pattern matching
in any bytecode virtual machine.

4.1 Pattern Matching
Pattern matching is integral to the Medusa messaging
system. It allows threads to concisely specify the mes-
sages that they are ready to receive. Pattern matching is
implemented by combining Python’s existing compari-
son support with a new “unbound variable” object. For
example, consider this pattern match operation:
(12, a, b) <- (12, 3, 4)

The Medusa compiler compiles this almost exactly as
if it were a standard comparison:

Offset Bytecode Argument

0 LOAD_CONST (12)
3 LOAD_NAME_UNBOUND (a)
6 LOAD_NAME_UNBOUND (b)
9 BUILD_TUPLE 3

12 LOAD_CONST (12)
15 LOAD_CONST (3)
18 LOAD_CONST (4)
21 BUILD_TUPLE (3)

24 COMPARE_OP (<-)

For variable loads on the left hand side of the pat-
tern match, the compiler emits LOAD NAME UNBOUND

instead of LOAD NAME. When the program executes
LOAD NAME UNBOUND on the name a, it looks up the vari-
able a to see if it is bound. If it is, it loads its value and
pushes it onto the stack, exactly as LOAD NAME would
do. If it is not, instead of raising a name error exception,
it creates a new UnboundLocal object as a placeholder
for the future value for the variable named a. Similarly,
the variable b is looked up, and either its value or a new
UnboundLocal is pushed on the stack. For the sake of
this example, assume that a was previously bound to 3
and b is unbound.

When execution reaches COMPARE OP, the virtual ma-
chine will compare the top two objects on the stack:

(12, 3, [UnboundLocal for name "b"])

(12, 3, 4)

COMPARE OP for the bind operator starts by creating an
empty dictionary to store unbound objects with their new
values. Then, it performs a nested comparison on the two
tuples just as it would in standard Python.
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It starts with the first element, compares it, then moves
on. Finally, with the last element, it compares the literal
value 4 with the unbound object [UnboundLocal for

name "b"]. This comparison always succeeds, since b

does not yet have a value. The virtual machine adds an
entry to the dictionary associating the name of the un-
bound local with the value it was compared with. If the
value is not going to be used, a special Any object can
be used, instead of an unbound variable, to match any-
thing. If every element in the comparison matches, this
means that the pattern has matched. At this point, each
of the entries in the unbound objects dictionary can be
committed into actual variables.

A receive statement consists of a sequence of these
patterns. As a message arrives, an attempted match is
made against each pattern in the receive statement. If a
match fails, the next pattern is tried. If a match succeeds,
the variables are bound and the code block associated
with that pattern is executed.

4.2 Mailboxes

In Medusa, each thread has a pair of queues to support
message passing: one for incoming messages (the mail-
box queue) and one for deferred messages (the deferred
queue). When a thread sends a message, it appends a ref-
erence to the message object in the destination thread’s
mailbox. Messages cannot contain mutable objects, so
they do not need to be copied. When a thread executes
the recv statement, the virtual machine first moves any
messages from the deferred queue into the front of the
mailbox, using the UNDEFER MSG bytecode. Then, it
removes the first message from the mailbox, using the
RECV MSG bytecode, and attempts to match it against
each pattern, in order.

If none of the patterns match, the message is appended
to the end of the deferred queue, using the DEFER MSG

bytecode. The next message is removed from the mail-
box, and the process repeats. Finally, if the mailbox is
empty (either because the thread had no pending mes-
sages or because all the pending messages were de-
ferred), the thread blocks, waiting for another message.
This allows the scheduler to execute other threads.

The key to this process is that when messages from the
deferred queue are moved back into the mailbox, they
remain in the order of their arrival. If a given message
cannot be handled by an actor in its current state, a later
message may reconfigure the actor to be able to handle
the older message. It can then be handled and removed
from the mailbox. This prevents deadlock.

The implementation of the receive process is illus-
trated in Figures 1 and 3. Figure 1 shows a simple re-
ceive block with more than one case. Figure 3 shows the
compiled bytecode for this basic receive statement.

Offset Bytecode Argument

0 UNDEFER_MSG
1 RECV_MSG

2 DUP_TOP
3 LOAD_CONST (1)
6 ROT_TWO
7 COMPARE_OP (<-)

10 POP_JUMP_IF_FALSE 21

13 LOAD_CONST ("received 1")
16 PRINT_ITEM
17 PRINT_NEWLINE
18 JUMP_ABSOLUTE 44

21 DUP_TOP
22 LOAD_CONST (2)
25 ROT_TWO
26 COMPARE_OP (<-)
29 POP_JUMP_IF_FALSE 40

32 LOAD_CONST ("received 2")
35 PRINT_ITEM
36 PRINT_NEWLINE
37 JUMP_ABSOLUTE 44

40 DEFER_MSG
41 JUMP_ABSOLUTE 1

44 POP_TOP

Figure 3: Bytecodes for code in Figure 1.

The first two bytecodes move all the messages that
might have previously been deferred back into the mail-
box queue (at the front, and in the order that they ar-
rived) and then receives the first message from the mail-
box and places it on the stack. The next block of code
(bytecode offsets 2–10) performs the first pattern match
against the pattern “1”. The message is duplicated, the
constant 1 is placed on the stack, and they are swapped
(because the message must be on the top of the stack).
The COMPARE OP bytecode then actually does the match-
ing and places True or False on the stack depending on
whether the match was successful or not.

If the first match fails, the POP JUMP IF FALSE byte-
code skips to the next pattern match (bytecode offsets
21–29), which is nearly identical in this case. If the
match succeeded, the pop jump bytecode will simply pop
True off the stack and fall through. The associated code
(bytecode offsets 13–18) will execute, printing the string
“received 1” and jumping to the end of the block (byte-
code offset 44) which simply pops the original message
off the stack.

If both matches fail, the message will be deferred
(bytecode offset 40) and the code will jump back to
the receive (bytecode offset 1). If there is another mes-
sage, it will try to match that message again. If not, the
RECV MSG bytecode will block waiting for the next mes-
sage to arrive and the thread will yield the processor.

Notice that the bulk of the work here is done by the
compiler with only a few specialized bytecodes. This
provides significant flexibility to use these mechanisms
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def monitor1(controller ):
# wait for event 1 to occur
controller.send(me(). tid(), "alert!")
monitor1(controller)

def monitor2(controller ):
# wait for event 2 to occur
controller.send(me(). tid(), "alert!")
monitor2(controller)

def init ():
# spawn two monitors to send me alerts
m1 <- thread.spawn(monitor1 , me())
m2 <- thread.spawn(monitor2 , me())

# process events
event_loop(m1.tid(), m2.tid())

def event_loop(m1tid , m2tid ):
recv:

case (m1tid , msg):
# process alert from m1

case (m2tid , msg):
# process alert from m2

case Any:
print "Unexpected message!"

# Always return to the event loop
event_loop(m1tid , m2tid)

Figure 4: Simple Messaging Example.

and ample opportunity for compiler optimization for spe-
cial cases.

4.3 Example

Figure 4 shows a simple example of how messaging
works. In this example, two monitor threads are spawned
which wait for arbitrary events. When they receive a
message, they send a message back to the main con-
trol thread. Here, the messages are simple strings, but
they could be arbitrary data. The main control thread
runs an event loop waiting for messages from the moni-
tor threads.

When the main control thread receives a message, pat-
tern matching is used to determine what to do. The
incoming message is first matched against the pattern
(m1tid, msg). In this tuple, the first variable, m1tid, is
already bound, whereas the second, msg, is not. So, this
pattern will match any incoming message that is a tuple
of two elements with the thread ID of the m1 thread. If
this match fails, the next pattern, (m2tid, msg), will be
tried. If either of these matches succeed, the msg variable
will be bound to the data from the second element of the
tuple in the message. The last case with the pattern Any

will match any other message, ensuring the mailbox does
not fill with unexpected messages. If information about
the unexpected message is desired, the pattern could be
a single unbound variable which will match any object
(including a tuple). This structure frees the programmer
from worrying about the order of message arrival. The

def event_loop(m1tid , m2tid ):
recv:

case (m1tid , msg):
# process alert from m1

recv:
case (m2tid , msg):

# process alert from m2
case Any:

print "Unexpected message!"

# Always return to the event loop
event_loop(m1tid , m2tid)

Figure 5: Prioritizing Messages.

loop will process messages as they arrive, and there is a
clear and easy way in which to specify how to process
each message. Finally, event loop is reinvoked to pro-
cess the next message. The Medusa compiler optimizes
this tail call.

While this example shows the elegance of the mes-
saging system, mailboxes are designed to provide further
control over message receipt to the programmer. Imag-
ine, instead, that it is only useful to process messages
from the second monitor after receiving a message from
the first monitor. The out-of-order delivery mechanism
of the mailbox makes this possible. Consider the revised
event loop in Figure 5. In this case, no matter what mes-
sage arrives first, the main control thread will wait for a
message from the first monitor. All other messages, ei-
ther from the second monitor or unexpected messages,
will be deferred.

Once a message from the first monitor is received, it
will be processed. The next recv block will then be ex-
ecuted. In that case, the first thing that happens is that all
received messages that were previously deferred waiting
for a message from the first monitor will be “undeferred”.
So, if a message from the second monitor had arrived
first, it will now be received and processed immediately.

These simple examples demonstrate how the messag-
ing implementation enables flexibility for the program-
mer. Further, note that the mailbox maintains messages
in the order that they arrived. The programmer can
reorder these messages only by the structure of recv

blocks and patterns.

4.4 Deadlock and finite message bounds
The actor model in general is resilient to deadlock. Tra-
ditional notions of deadlock, where two threads wait on
one another to free locks, are impossible in Medusa since
there are no locks. However, it is possible for the system
to fail if a large number of messages of one type are sent
to a thread that is only receiving a message of a different
type. This is true of any actor system with finite mes-
sage queues [8]. In Medusa, the system will stop with an
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out-of-memory exception.
The Medusa environment has tools to help diagnose

and fix these potential issues. The virtual machine keeps
track of the largest number of pending messages that are
ever held at once in each thread’s mailbox. Additionally,
it tracks the average number of pending messages in the
mailbox each time the thread receives a message. The
programmer can view these values for any threads at any
time. If either value is particularly large, there is the po-
tential for mailbox overflow. In that case, the application
should probably be restructured.

5 Bridge architecture

Current embedded run-time systems, such as the Owl
system that Medusa is based upon, require polling to
detect hardware events. Applications must repeatedly
check to see if an event has occurred inside peripheral
hardware. In contrast, C programs often use interrupts,
which requires the use of shared, mutable state.

Medusa introduces a novel third option by bridging
the domain of the actor model to hardware. Bridges
allow interrupt service routines (ISRs) to communicate
with software threads. ISRs written using bridges are ex-
tremely simple, often just a few dozen lines of C, and all
interaction with the virtual machine happens through a
safe, secure interface. This interface makes it impossi-
ble to introduce a synchronization bug or race condition.
With bridges, hardware modules and software threads
communicate using the same message passing system.

5.1 Programming with Interrupts

Inside the microcontroller, there are hardware agents that
monitor the state of peripherals constantly, even when
the core is busy with other work or is sleeping. These
agents detect external events that can be selected by the
programmer. A user may want to detect level changes on
a particular general-purpose I/O (GPIO) port, incoming
serial data or a completed analog to digital conversion.
When a selected event occurs, the hardware interrupts
normal program execution and calls a user function.

Systems written in C use hand-coded interrupt service
routines (ISRs) to respond to these events. In effect, this
creates a multi-threaded program: one interrupt handler
thread and one program thread. The interrupt handler
thread must send data back to the program thread so that
the program can respond to the event. This must be
done by writing to and from shared locations in mem-
ory. Since the program thread may be reading or writing
from those shared locations, the interrupt and program
threads must communicate using thread-safe techniques.
These are difficult and error-prone to use, which can lead
to catastrophic synchronization bugs. These bugs are

unpredictable, only occurring under very specific situa-
tions, and can often be virtually impossible to reproduce.

5.2 Interrupt Bridging

Medusa solves these two problems with a technique
called bridging. It avoids shared state between inter-
rupt handlers and the main program exactly as Medusa
solves this problems between multiple software threads:
message passing. In effect, bridging makes the hard-
ware agents that monitor for events into actors them-
selves. These actors run all the time, do not interfere with
threads running on the core and send messages when
events occur instead of modifying shared state.

Bridges replace the manual process of sharing data
with an ISR with a standard, thread-safe interface. With
bridging, ISRs are extremely simple and all communica-
tion happens through a single function call. Further, the
programmer cannot introduce a synchronization bug or
race condition. Messages from bridges are indistinguish-
able from other messages and can be received through
the recv statement, like any other message.

Additionally, the bridge interface used by ISRs is ex-
tremely fast. It does not allocate memory off the heap, so
it never has to run the garbage collector. The ISR to de-
liver general-purpose I/O (GPIO) events through a bridge
deterministically completes in 187 cycles on our system,
less than 4 microseconds. This minimizes the possibil-
ity that events will be lost. Overall, bridges eliminate
the two biggest challenges of one of the hardest parts of
embedded programs: dealing with interrupts.

5.3 Implementation

At its core, a bridge is a producer-consumer ring sup-
porting safe asynchronous communication between two
endpoints. In between the endpoints, the virtual machine
converts Python or Medusa types to and from C types.
With an inbound ring, an ISR calls the bridge code to
produce one or more bytes of data. Later, the virtual
machine automatically consumes data from this ring and
delivers the data to a subscriber. Alternatively, data in
an outbound ring is produced by a user thread, then con-
sumed by C code and an interrupt routine.

Each peripheral that will need to either send or receive
data from a Medusa thread will have a bridge, denoted by
a bridge number, assigned at VM compile time. For each
bridge, the user specifies how many bytes each message
will contain and how many messages should the ring
should hold. For example, consider a bridge to deliver
GPIO messages to a Medusa thread. Each event can be
described in five bytes, four to represent the 32-bit port
number and one to represent the status of all eight bits
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# d e f i n e ALL PINS 0 x f f
# d e f i n e MSG SIZE s i z e o f ( unsigned long ) + 1

void G P I O I n t e r r u p t H a n d l e r ( unsigned long p o r t )
{

u i n t 8 t v a l u e s ;
u i n t 8 t message [ MSG SIZE ] ;

/∗ c l e a r a l l t h e i n t e r r u p t s f o r t h i s p o r t ∗ /
G P I O P i n I n t C l e a r ( p o r t , ALL PINS ) ;

/∗ read t h e v a l u e o f t h e p o r t ∗ /
v a l u e s = GPIOPinRead ( p o r t , ALL PINS ) ;

/∗ pack t h e da ta i n t o a f i v e b y t e message ∗ /
memcpy ( message , &p o r t , s i z e o f ( unsigned long ) ) ;
message [ s i z e o f ( unsigned long ) ] = v a l u e s ;

/∗ send i t t o t h e s u b s c r i b e r s ∗ /
b r i d g e p r o d u c e ( GPIO BRIDGE , &message , MSG SIZE ) ;

}

Figure 6: The GPIO interrupt service routine.

on any given port. Therefore, the bridge is set up to send
five byte messages:
b <- bridge.create(GPIO , # bridge number

32, # number of messages
5) # size of each entry

The programmer then sets up the underlying hardware
to trigger interrupts on GPIO level transition. Then, the
user sets a tag to be included with every message. In this
case, the tag is the atom ‘gpio‘ which can be matched
by a pattern. Finally, the user specifies the subscriber to
the bridge, which will receive any data sent to it. In this
case, the subscriber is the current thread:
# init the hardware interrupts
interrupt.IntEnable(interrupt.INT_GPIOD)
gpio.GPIOIntTypeSet(button.port ,

button.pin ,
gpio.GPIO_BOTH_EDGES)

gpio.GPIOPinIntEnable(button.port ,
button.pin)

# set the tag and subscriber
b.setTag(‘gpio ‘)
b.subscribe(me())

The GPIO interrupt handler (Figure 6) constructs these
five byte messages and passes them on to the virtual ma-
chine for handling. First, it clears the pending inter-
rupt, then reads the GPIO port. It concatenates these
values into a single block of size MSG SIZE, then calls
bridge produce. This function takes the bridge num-
ber, a pointer to the message and the message size.

On the VM side, the system checks that the bridge
is initialized and is not full. It then copies the message
into the ring. At this point, the interrupt handler returns
and the processor resumes executing whatever bytecode
it was interpreting when the interrupt occurred.

When that bytecode completes, the virtual machine
will consume any new messages out of the bridges by
copying them into a Python/Medusa string. The tag spec-

ified by the user is combined with the string into a tu-
ple, and that tuple is sent to the subscribing thread. The
thread scheduler then marks the subscriber as runnable,
and bytecode execution continues. It is critical to realize
that this portion of the bridge code is not running inside
an ISR, so does not delay or interfere with the execution
of other interrupts.

Once the bridge is set up, this process is entirely trans-
parent to the subscriber. That thread simply receives
messages, tagged with the specified tag, and acts upon
them, just as it would had it received a message from
another thread.

5.4 Chronograph
A central timer, or “chronograph”, can also be imple-
mented using bridging. A thread can request that a mes-
sage be sent to it at some later time. The chronograph
then determines which thread will get the next timer
wakeup, configures a hardware timer, and waits to re-
ceive the message from it. The scheduler automatically
suspends the chronograph thread and any threads waiting
on a message from it. When the hardware timer goes off,
the scheduler wakes up the chronograph, which in turn
wakes up and sends a message to the subscribing thread.

The chronograph also provides a sleep(time) func-
tion that stops the current thread for time milliseconds.
Internally, this function uses the same hardware timer
and bridge as the rest of the chronograph. Using this fa-
cility, a thread that is sleeping is automatically suspended
until it is time to wake up.

6 Evaluation

To evaluate the Medusa system, we constructed and mea-
sured the performance of several microbenchmarks and
several embedded applications. We compare applica-
tions that use the Medusa systems of messaging and
bridging with procedural, polling-based applications that
run on the standard Owl system. These experiments were
run on the Texas Instruments Stellaris LM3S9B92, an
ARM Cortex-M3 microcontroller operating at 50 MHz,
with 96 KB of SRAM and has 256 KB of flash.

6.1 Threads
In Medusa, thread state is all stored within the heap.
A thread consists of a thread id, message queues, the
thread’s activation records, and the thread state (active,
blocked, etc.). There is no stack in the system, so all ac-
tivation records are allocated on the heap and contain a
“back” pointer to the previous record. This architecture
allows for extremely lightweight thread creation, dele-
tion, and scheduling. On average, it takes about 59us to
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1 2 3 1 2 3

chainbroadcast/collect

Figure 7: The two message benchmarks: broadcast/col-
lect and chain. The number of workers (3 in the figure)
is configurable.

create a thread on a 50 MHz Cortex-M3 processor. It also
makes context switches quickly: about 129us on average
to context switch while running 100 threads.

6.2 Messaging performance
To measure the speed of message passing, two simple
benchmarks were constructed, shown in Figure 7. Both
spawn a configurable number of worker nodes that re-
ceive a message, then forward it on to a specified node.
In the broadcast/collect benchmark, a broadcaster node
transmits one message to each worker node. They then
forward their message to a single collector node. In the
chain benchmark, the head node transmits only to the
first worker node. That node forwards it on to the sec-
ond worker node and so on. Finally, the last worker node
forwards the message to the collector node.

For both benchmarks, the time between the first and
last message sent is timed. These results are shown in
Figure 8, normalized to the number of messages sent in
each benchmark. At light load, the time required to pre-
pare and send a message, switch contexts to the recipient
and finally receive the message is around 600 microsec-
onds for both benchmarks. This is less than the time re-
quired for five function calls. As memory pressure in-
creases with more threads, this time increases to around
1000 microseconds. The additional threads create more
garbage to be collected, slowing overall progress through
the program. The broadcast/collect benchmark is more
complex in implementation, so it runs into memory pres-
sure somewhat earlier.

6.3 I/O Latency
The simplest I/O benchmark for Medusa monitors an in-
put pin for a signal and raises an output pin in response.
The baseline for this test uses polling. It spins in a loop,
reading the input line, writing its state to the output line
and yielding back to the scheduler. The other version of
this program uses bridges and interrupts. When the pin
changes state, an interrupt triggers the bridge interrupt
handler described in Section 5.3. It sends a message to a
thread, which then raises the output pin. This experiment

was run using both standard and priority bridges. These
use a modified version of the scheduler that executes a
blocked thread immediately when it receives a message
from a bridge. To compete for time, the microcontroller
runs a heapsort benchmark repeatedly in a background
thread. I/O latency was measured using another Stellaris
microcontroller and confirmed with a factory-calibrated
Tektronix TDS 220 digital oscilloscope. Both bench-
marks were tested 500 times each. The distribution of
these response times are plotted in Figure 9.

In the polling implementation, the thread reading the
input must wait until it is scheduled before it can detect
a change. The probability that the GPIO will happen
across the 10 ms that the background thread is running is
uniform. However, approximately 25% of the time, the
background thread triggers the garbage collector, which
can last upwards of 85 ms. Once the garbage collector
has finished, the polling thread will run and can respond
to the input.

The behavior is similar with the standard bridge
benchmark. The bridge delivers a message to the I/O
thread, which will receive the I/O message once it is
scheduled. Again, the garbage collector may interrupt
the background thread, slowing response. Note, how-
ever, that the bridge implementation will not lose events
unless its buffer fills. The bridge interrupt handler will
still run during garbage collection, queueing messages.
Compare this to polling, which can miss short events dur-
ing garbage collection. This effect becomes more dra-
matic as more threads are active in the system competing
for processor resources. The best performance comes
with the priority bridge. Here, the I/O thread does not
have to wait for the background thread to complete its
timeslice, so latency is less than 2 ms 80% of the time.

6.4 Streaming data

Many peripherals such as GPS receivers and ultrasonic
rangefinders send periodic updates as bursts of data over
a serial port. In a GPS unit, update messages are sent
once per second in messages ranging from twenty to
eighty bytes in size. This presents a problem for ap-
plications that use polling to monitor events. While the
hardware serial port (UART) on the microcontroller does
have a buffer, it too small to hold a complete message. If
a program is not polling when a message is sent, the hard-
ware buffer will overflow and the user will not receive the
complete message. Additionally, the user program must
be able to pull bytes out of the UART buffer at least as
fast as they are being received.

Figure 10 shows this behavior. A transmitter sends 50
byte bursts to a receiver. The receiver records the bytes
either using a polling loop or with bridges. The first ex-
periment (solid line) shows that even when the controller
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Figure 10: Data loss rates for dif-
ferent transmission rates.

is doing nothing but polling the UART, the software can-
not keep up with the transmission rate after 9600 bits/sec.
When the polling loop has to compete for time with a
background task, it loses data after 4800 bits/sec.

Compare this to an application that receives bytes us-
ing bridges and interrupt handlers. In this case, whenever
traffic is received, the interrupt handler places the data
in a bridge for the receiving thread. Then, that thread
is activated by the scheduler and can pull the data from
its message queue. In this case, the background task is
never interrupted when data is not being sent, and the
application can receive the complete 50 byte message at
any tested transmission rate.

Similar results are seen with real-life applications. We
constructed a simple example that receives and parses
data from a GPS receiver. An application using polling
could receive and interpret messages up to a transmission
rate of 9600 baud. When the GPS transmitted any faster,
all messages received are incomplete, and therefore un-
usable. When the polling thread runs in competition with
another thread, no complete messages were received at
any data rate. However, with bridges, the GPS can run
at its full speed (57600 baud) even with a background
thread. Since the GPS thread only runs when it is ac-
tively processing a message, the background thread ran
at 93% of its native speed.

6.5 Event-driven Systems

The previous sections have shown the efficacy of the
Medusa mechanisms for communication and concur-
rency. The ultimate motivation for these mechanisms
is to build better structured event-driven systems. To
demonstrate that these mechanisms are both practical
and usable in such systems, we built several embedded
applications, including an autonomous car and a traffic-
light controller.

The autonomous car demonstrates that Medusa can
coordinate concurrent tasks and peripherals into a cohe-
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Figure 11: Diagram of Event-driven Autonomous Car.

sive embedded system. The electronics from an off-the-
shelf RC car (an Exceed RC Electric SunFire Off-Road
Buggy) were replaced with a 9B92 microcontroller and
associated peripherals. The car is controlled entirely by
the microcontroller. An ultrasonic range finder, GPS re-
ceiver, and three-axis gyroscope connected to the micro-
controller transmit feedback from the car’s surroundings,
while connections to the car’s motor and steering servo
provide control of the car’s movements.

Figure 11 shows the design of the car application.
Each box in the figure represents an actor (Medusa
thread). Each oval represents an actor state (Medusa
function). Dotted arrows represent state transitions
within an actor. Solid arrows represent messages being
sent from one actor to another.

The GPS connects to the microcontroller over a
UART. Every second, the GPS sends a packet of data
that contains control information and its current position.
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After each byte of the packet is sent, the microcontroller
triggers an interrupt. This signal is caught by the specific
UART’s bridge interrupt controller, converting the byte
from the GPS into a software message. A GPS driver
thread subscribes to these messages being sent from the
GPS via the UART bridge. When it has received an entire
message, it converts the message from a string of bytes
into a Medusa message with numeric longitude and lati-
tude. These messages are sent to a navigation controller.
This thread maintains a list of waypoints and sends turn
commands to the master thread described below.

The motor controller and rangefinder also connect to
the microcontroller via UARTs, using a similar combi-
nation of bridges and driver threads. The gyroscope con-
nects over the I2C bus, also through a bridge to its own
driver module. Finally, the application uses the chrono-
graph to wait for an exact period of time without spinning
to read the clock.

The car is controlled by a master thread that collects
messages from the GPS, rangefinder and gyro and sends
messages to the servo and motor controller threads. This
master module runs a two-term, PI feedback controller
that makes sure the car drives straight, even over varying
terrain (or the author’s foot). Meanwhile, it receives turn
commands from the navigation thread. Finally, it moni-
tors the rangefinder to avoid hitting obstacles.

Note that the nine threads in this system have no
shared state whatsoever. All communication is done
through messages. Furthermore, all communication
from the hardware takes place through bridges. This
means that none of the peripherals are polled. Each
driver thread waits to receive a message from its inter-
rupt bridge and is descheduled when there is no data to
process. When new data is available, it is rescheduled
and execution continues.

During execution, this application sends an average
of 315 messages per second, 243 of which come from
interrupt bridges and 72 that come from other software
threads. The system is idle 52.4% of the time, i.e. all
threads are waiting on data from external sources. This
allows all messages to be dealt with promptly. On aver-
age, there are less than 1.1 messages queued whenever
a thread receives a message. The maximum number of
messages queued in a thread’s mailbox at one time was
40, in the thread that receives bytes from the GPS re-
ceiver. These 40 bytes correspond to a single GPS sen-
tence which was likely received while the VM was busy
with an uninterruptable task like garbage collection. As
soon as that task finished, the GPS driver thread resumed
and read the entire message.

This example was originally written as a single-
threaded, event-loop based program in Python. While
conceptually simple, the concurrent nature of the periph-
erals proved to be very difficult. The event-loop has to

run very slowly and be tuned very carefully to ensure
that the control loop has consistently updated data and
that input events are not missed. Adding a feature be-
comes harder as the program grows more complex. Sup-
pose the programmer wants to trigger a periodic event.
On program start, a global variable is set storing the next
time the event needs to happen. Each time through the
control loop, the clock is polled and compared against
that global variable. If it is time, the programmer exe-
cutes the event and resets the global variable. Each fea-
ture like this slows down the event loop, degrading per-
formance of everything else in the system. Moreover, if
anything else in the event loop takes a long time, the pe-
riodic event will be triggered late. Writing the program
in C using interrupts and locks would be even more dif-
ficult and extremely error-prone due to the large number
of events coming from both hardware and software com-
ponents that need to be synchronized.

The Medusa program is comparatively simple. A pe-
riodic task can be implemented by calling the chrono-
graph’s sleep function (see Section 5.4), performing the
task, and repeating:

def periodic ():

chrono.sleep (5000)

do_task ()

return periodic ()

thread.spawn(periodic)

Since the chronograph uses hardware timers that do
not need to be polled, this task does not impact others
while it it waiting to run. The many components in a
large program just wait for data to be available, process
it, and send it on to other components. The bridge, mes-
saging and scheduling systems synchronize everything
automatically.

Other demonstration applications have also been built
using Medusa such as a distributed traffic-light controller
that runs on a microcontroller and a multi-threaded web
server that runs on a port of Medusa to a standard x86
Linux system. These examples show that the Medusa
system is flexible and easily programmable.

7 Conclusions

Building reliable embedded systems has long been a
challenging endeavor. In the 1980s, the Therac-25, a ra-
diation therapy device, suffered several failures due to a
race condition between the main program and a hand-
coded interrupt service routine. As a result, at least
six patients were overdosed and three died. [21] Unfor-
tunately, not much has changed since then. Program-
mers and industry regulators have been more careful with
safety-critical systems, but accidents continue. A race
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condition in a GE Energy power control system4 caused
widespread blackouts in 2005. More recently, the sus-
pect systems in the Toyota unintended acceleration case
used shared-state and hand-coded interrupt handlers. 5

Medusa is designed specifically to advance the state-
of-the-art in this area. Pure functional programming with
an efficient messaging system leads to much simpler con-
current programming. That is why such systems are
used everywhere from telephone switches to the Face-
book messaging platform. Medusa demonstrates that it is
possible to take the best ideas from these systems and im-
plement them on resource-constrained systems. Further,
Medusa is the first embedded language run-time system
capable of integrating hardware interrupts into the soft-
ware messaging system in a seamless manner.
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